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 A: In the notebook there is no data you can access, only the code and files you need to execute. But you should be able to
import some data from somewhere, and run it. It's a bit hard to give you a better answer since the data is not present in the

notebook. If you cannot import the data in the notebook, you can always do this in a normal python script or notebook. Do the
following in the notebook: import pandas as pd df = pd.read_csv('/path/to/file.csv') Customer Reviews 9.9 mj fantastic i was in
a small town with no restaurants near, i was a bit skeptical of this pizza, but i was so surprised, it was the best pizza i've ever had

M M. its a perfect pizza! very tasty! S S. its the best!!! even my boyfriend said he liked it better than real cheese pizza. Great
Pizza! posted on 02/27/2019 Everyone loved it. We had made this for a late Sunday night supper when it was snowing.

Everyone loved it. Great Pizza posted on 12/27/2018 I was skeptical at first but it was a nice change of pace and everyone loved
it. Highly recommend. great for a party posted on 12/26/2018 i ordered this pizza for a party and it was a huge hit! would

definitely order it again and recommend it Excellent posted on 12/05/2018 The best! posted on 11/27/2018 Great pizza. Best
you've had in a long time. posted on 11/11/2018 I just made this pizza for a party and everyone loved it. I'm going to make this
pizza again soon! It was super easy and delicious. Pizza Review posted on 10/25/2018 I had 3 pizza's in one sitting. They were

all excellent. Best pizza. posted on 08/19/2018 I have made this pizza twice for people and they have all been raving about it. It's
so quick and easy to make and most importantly it's delicious! Fantastic 82157476af
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